STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES, 2018-19

EXECUTIVE
A seat on this committee does not affect your ability to serve on standing committees
Hans Broedel, History, American Indian Studies (Hum)
Kanishka Marasinghe, Physics & Astrophysics (Math-NS)
Katherine Norman Dearden, Music (Fine Arts)
Manish Rami, Communication Sciences & Disorders (Soc Sci)
Donovan Widmer, Art & Design – At Large Representative

CURRICULUM
*Caroline Campbell, History ’21
*Charles Miller, Philosophy & Religion ‘21
*Michael Wittgraf, Music ‘21
Jeffrey Carmichael, Biology ’20
Jane Berne, Languages ‘20
Sheryl O’Donnell, English ‘19
Wendelin Hume, Criminal Justice ‘19

STUDENT APPEALS
*Daphne Pedersen, Sociology ‘21
*Royce Blackburn, Music ‘21
Guodong Du, Chemistry ‘20
Andre Kehn, Psychology ‘20
Douglas Munski, Geography ‘19
Elizabeth Scharf, Anthropology ‘19
Sarah Mosher, Languages ‘19

SCHOLARSHIPS
*Richard Millspaugh, Mathematics (Math-NS) ’21
*Joonghwa Lee, Communication (Soc Sci) ’21
Todd Hebert, Art & Design (Fine Arts) ‘20
Michelle Sauer, English (Hum) ’20
Wayne Barkhouse, Physics & Astrophysics ‘19 – At Large Representative

RESOURCES & INFRASTRUCTURE
*Adam Matz, Criminal Justice (Soc Sci) ‘21
*Ronnie Ingle, Music (Fine Arts) ‘21
Robert Newman, Biology (Math-NS) ‘20
Eric Burin, History (Hum) ‘20
Thyra Knapp, Languages, ‘20 – At Large Representative

TENURE, REAPPOINTMENT, AND PROMOTIONS
*Rebecca Rozelle-Stone, Philosophy & Religion (Hum) ’21
*Justin Berg, Sociology (Soc Sci) ’21
*Brad Reissig, Theatre Arts (Fine Arts) ’21
Graeme Dewar, Physics & Astrophysics (Math-NS) ’20
Patrick Luber, Art & Design (Fine Arts) ’20
Amebu Seddoh, Communication Sciences & Disorders (Soc Sci) ‘20
Alena Kubatova, Chemistry (Math-NS) ‘19
Ty Reese, History (Hum) ’19
Evguenii Kozliak, Chemistry ‘19 – At Large Representative

*indicates members elected Spring 2018